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DESCRIPTION
RH 23 Jet L Shape Whirlpool Shower Bath
Free Chromotherapy Light | Limited Stock
For a limited period each bath will be fitted with a free
fade chromotherapy light worth £179.98.
Switch on your whirlpool and enjoy the massage combined
with the mood changing colours. Fade from midnight blue
to violet to red to orange to green to sky blue to midnight
blue again.
Right Hand 23 Jet L Shape Bath
Luxurious L shaped shower bath which allows you to enjoy
a spacious whirlpool bath or shower.
Stylish chrome towel rail fixed to quality 6 mm glass
shower screen which fits tightly to the bath ensuring a
waterproof seal.
Specification
1700 x 700 x 850 MM 5MM Reinforced Acrylic White
Shower Bath
Side Panel
Shower Screen with Towel Rail
0.75 HP pump / 450 watt air spa blower
6 Large Side Jets
5 Lumbar Jets which massage the spinal area
12 Jet Air Spa system
Chrome Whirlpool On/Off control
Chrome Air Spa On/Off control
Chrome Whirlpool Air +/- control
Also available Left Handed
Warranty
20 Year Shell Warranty
10 Year Pipe Work Warranty
2 Year Pump Warranty
All our baths are manufactured in the UK at our factory in
Southampton, we have a network of engineers that cover
UK in the unlikely event of a problem.
Upgrades
If you would like to add any extras such as extra jets,
different lighting, panels and pump & blower upgrades

please visit our upgrades page or select items below.
Lighting and extra jets are fitted to your bath and fully
tested before delivery.
Taps and bath panels and any other items will be
dispatched with your bath.
Upgrade to SuperCast
What is SuperCast? SuperCast is a substantial coating
fitted to the entire underside of your acrylic bath, which
provides a cast iron effect with all the benefits of modern
warm acrylic. This reinforcement process is designed to
increase strength and rigidity which makes your acrylic
bath more hard wearing.
Key Features
Intensive reinforced finish.
Strong hard wearing bath with great insulation keeping the
water hotter for longer.
To upgrade to SuperCast select from the options box
above.
Delivery
We aim to deliver your bath within 5 - 7 working days
Questions
By Phone:- Please ring 0800 028 6174 or 01489 797 130
By Email:- sales@thewhirlpoolbathshop.com
Live Chat:- Send us a message or chat live to customer
services

